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RENERGETICA signs a consultancy agreement with TANESCO 

to develop an Hybrid System in Mafia Island 

Genova 29 of July 2019 

Renergetica S.p.A., a company operating in the development of renewable energy projects 

worldwide, owner of a solar-plants portfolio and active in the sale of engineering and asset 

management services, communicates to have officially signed the agreement with TANESCO 

(Tanzania Electric Supply Company Limited) for the consultation of the development of a 

Hybrid System (solar/wind/diesel) in Mafia Island, as already announced on 5th of April.  

The purpose of the Govern of Tanzania is to guarantee a reliable and low cost electric supply, 

in order to increase the socio-economic growth of the island, that is a major tourist attraction 

and environmental heritage. The integration of renewable energy in hybrid systems assures 

energy sources availability, more independence from fossil fuel and a lower environmental 

impact. 

Renergetica, thanks to its specific know-how due to several years of experience in hybrid 

systems, has been chosen by TANESCO, in a short list of 4 participants, to identify the best 

hybrid system according to the island needs (as already communicated on 5th of April). 

Moreover, Renergetica has realized an innovative control solution for hybrid systems, that is 

waiting for the license (HGSC). 

“The smart grid market will have a significant growth in the next years and thanks to our 

expertise about batteries, we establish the aim to become international leader in developing 

hybrid systems.” says Davide Sommariva, president of Renergetica “as we already are in 

the field of renewable energy. This agreement reinforces and upholds the improvement of 

Renergetica in this new market.”  

This press release is available on www.renergetica.com/news. 

 

RENERGETICA, founded in 2008 in Genoa (Italy) and recognized as a Innovative SME since October 2016, operates 

in the field of renewable energies as Developer, IPP and engineering company, carrying out all the value chain 

activities, save for the EPC. Renergetica has a significant track-record in development and, more generally, in all types 

plants for the production of renewable energy (with particular reference to PV plants, wind farms, mini-hydro plants). 

Renergetica currently operates in Italy, Chile, USA and Colombia. In 2017 Renergetica achieved pro-forma revenues of 

5.2 Eu mln with EBITDA margin exceeding 44%. Renergetica has internally developed the Hybrid Grid Smart Controller 

(HGSC), an innovative control system for the optimization of the hybrid grids, characterized by high performance and 

reliability. 
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